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ON THE HOMOTOPY TYPE OF DIFF(2)

BY

NATHAN HAnE6El ANI) ROBERT H. SZCZARnA

Let M be a dosed smooth n-manifold and let Diff0(M) denote the identity
component of the group Diff(M) of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of
M. It is shown in [5] that if M and N are homeomorphic, n, 4, then
Diffo(M) and Diff0(N) have the same homotopy type away from a finite set
of primes. More precisely, there is a subring A, of the rationals Q obtained
from the integers Z by inverting a finite set of primes so that Diff0(M) and
Diffo(N) have the same A-homotopy type. If M and N are homotopy
spheres, the result can be improved to state that Diff0(M) and Diff0(N) have
the same Z[1/m]-homotopy type where m is the order of M-N in the group 0
of homotopy n-spheres. (See Theorem 1.5 below.)
The object of this paper is to show that differences do indeed occur in the

homotopy type of diffeomorphism groups of homeomorphic manifolds. In
fact, one can take the manifolds to be homotopy spheres. Our principal results
are the following.

THEOREM 1.
such that

For each prime p, them is an integer n and an exotic sphere xn

1*ri(Diffo(En)) (R) Z[]-- ,ri(Diffo(S")) (R)

for all > 0 but

,rj(Diffo(Y.n)) = ,rj(Diff0(Sn))

for somej > O.

TEOREM 2. There are homotopy spheres X, X ofdimension n 2202 such
that no two of the groups Diff0(Sn), Diff0(X’), Diff0(X), and Diff0(X’#X)
have the same homotopy type.

It follows that the results of [5] are in general best possible.
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Remark. In what follows, we will always take our base point to be the
identity element for the homotopy groups of diffeomorphism groups. Thus

ri (Diff(M)) ri (Diffo(M)) for > O.

The authors would like to thank Dan Burghelea, Don Davis, Bill Dwyer and
Kyoshi Igusa for helpful conversations during the preparation of this paper.

1. Proof o| the main theorems

Let be the homotopy sphere defined by fl r0(Diff(S"-t)),

2= D U D/

Denote by Diffa(Dn) the group of diffeomorphisms of D" which are the
identity on ODn and let

" Diffa(D ") --* Diff()

be the mapping obtained by "extending with the identity on D"’’. Let

tk" rk(Diff(D"))- rg(Diff(Y))

be the induced homomorphism.

1.1. /f 3 rood 4 and < n, then ti_l is surjectioe for all fl
ro(Diff(S-t)). If fl 0 (so that , sn), then ti_ ti_x is bijectioe.

intoProof. Let Emb(D+, Y.) be the space of embeddings of D/
Consider the fibration

Diff(D") - Diff(E) -* Emb(D+,) (1.2)

and the fibration (up to homotopy)

O(n) -- Emb(D_, Y.) in.

The first part of Lemma 1.1 now follows from the fact that r_t(O(n))=
ri_(O) 0 for < n, -= 3 mod 4. The fact that t_ is bijective follows from
the existence of a section in the fibration (1.2) when E S.
Lemma 1.1 implies that we have an epimorphism

taro t-_lI" ri_(Diff(sn)) --, ,ri_t(Diff(X) )
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for < n, =- 3 mod 4. Our results will be proved by exhibiting dements in the
kernel of this epimorphism for particular values of n and for which the
groups ri_x(Diff(S")) and ri_(Diff(7.)) are finitely generated.

Let 0i: ri(Diff(Sn-X)) --* ri_l(Dift’0(D")) be .the boundary homomorphism
of the fibration

Diffo (D") Diff(D ") P Diff(S-1)

and let/if: Diff(S"-x) --, Diff(S"-x) be "conjugation with a representative of
fl". We write/3. -f for fli(’/) where

fl’/" r (Diff(S-X)) r (Diff(Sn-))

is induced by/ and denote by j: SO(n) --, Dift’(S "-x) the inclusion mapping.

LEM 1.3. For any a e. rti(SO(n)) and fle. %(Diff(S"-)), we have

t_ta,(B.j,a) =0.

Proof (See [10] and [11]). Let Diff(E, D"__) be the subgroup of Diff(E;)
consisting of all diffeomorphisms g with gD"_ D"_. Consider the diagram of
fibrations

id
Diffo(D) Diffo(D) t’

Diff(D) Diff(, D_) Diff()

Diff(S"-) - Diff(D" )+

where s =/3 o p and k is the inclusion. Then, if

0[" r(Diff(D)) - ri_l(Diffa(D))

is the boundary homomorphism of the fight most fibration, we have

tiO_i( Oi(si(a))) ki_xli_xOi( fl p,(a))
=k,_t,_O;()=O.

Lemma 1.3 now follows from the fact that j =p j, j: SO(n) c Diff(D").
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Let p be a prime and r,s integers with 0<s<r<p, r-sp-1.
Define integers n and depending on p by setting n 19, 3 if p 2 and

n 2(rp2- (r- s)p r), i=2p-3

if p is odd.

LEMMA 1.4. For p a prime and n, as above, there are p-torsion elements

fl %(Diff(sn-X)) and a ri(SO(n))

such that Oi( fl j,a) is a non-zero p-torsion element in ri_t(Diffa(D")).

Proof. _According to [1], pages_18 and 31 (see also [2] and [12]),_ we can find
elements flr,, r with flImJ, ImJ, and floImJ+i
where Jk: rk rg(SO) is the stable J-homomorphism. It then follows that
there are elements /3 %(Diff(S-t)), a ri(SO(n)) such that O(fl)=/
and Ja where # is the Kervaine-Milnor homomorphism (see [9]). Lemma
1.4 now follows as in [1] (see also [10] and [11]).
W.G. Dwyer [3] has shown that r(Diffa(M)) is finitely generated for i, n

in the stability range for pseudo isotopy. (See also [6], page 16.) Igusa [8] has
shown that for n > 11, < [(n 4)/3] is within the stability range. (See also
[7].) One checks easily that most n and of Lemma 1.4 satisfy this condition.
In particular, if we set r---p 1, s--p 2 for any odd prime p, then the
corresponding n is greater than 11 and 2p 3 satisfies < [(n 4)/3].
Thus r_t(Diff(Y)) is finitely generated for these values of and n.

Remark. Let C(D) be the pseudo isotopy space of Dn. One can prove
that ri(Dift’(D")) (and thus r(Diff(S-t))) is finitely generated wherever
r(C(D)) is by induction on using the fibration

Diffo (Dn+t) __., C(D") -.-, Diffo (Dn).

To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we need the following result stated in
[4]. It is proved using the same argument used to prove Theorem 1.1 of [5].

THEOREM 1.5 (Dwyer-Szczarba). Let , and Y. be homotopy spheres and
let m be the order of the element , ’ in O n. Then Diffo([) and Diffo()
have the same Z[1/m]-homotopy type.

Thus, since 2 S has order a power of p, we have

1ri(Diff()) (R) Z[] [1]---ri(Diff(S’)) (R) Z
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To prove Theorem 2, let Pl 11, /’1 10, sl 1, and P2 17, rE 4,
s_ 1. Then

n 2202 2(rlP2 (r Sl)Pl- rl) 2(r2P22 (r2 s2)P2- r2).
According to Lemma 1.4, there are elements

1, #2 ro(Diff(sn-1)), iX1 qr19(SO(n)), 0[2 ( ’/r31(SO(r/))

such that 0(# i,(al)) is a non-zero ll-torsion element in ,rls(Diff0(D"))
and O(fl2 i.(a2)) is a non-zero 17-torsion element in r30(Diffo(Dn)). If
Y.’ " and X n1 2, we know from Lemma 1.3 that

tfl*lt "’18 (Diff(Sn)) ’18 (Diff(Z’))

has non-trivial l1-torsion in its kernel and

t,2t;" ,r3o(Diff(S")) --, r3o(Diff(Z))

has nontrivial 17-torsion in its kernel. It now follows from Theorem 1.5 that
qs(Diff(Y.’)) and rxs(Diff(Ez)) are not isomorphic so Diff(Sn), Diff(Y.’), and
Diff(E) have distinct homotopy types.

In the same way, applying Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 to the elements

Oq((l 4" 2)" i*(al)) and 0((,81 + fl.), i,(a2))

shows that

t,t’+#2)t-" ’18(Diff(sn)) *rls(Diff(Z’#X))

has nontrivial l1-torsion in its kernel and

t,(l+/h)t-l" ,ro(Diff(Sn)) --, ,r3o(Diff(Z’#X))

has nontdvial 17-torsion in its kernel. Theorem 2 now follows easily from
Theorem 1.5.
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